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Abstract

We show that if a cosmic string exists, it may be identified through characteristic
diffraction pattern in the energy spectrum of the observed signal. In particular,
if the string is on the line of sight, the wave field is shown to fit the Cornu
spiral. We suggest a simple procedure, based on Keller’s geometrical theory
of diffraction, which allows to explain wave effects in conical spacetime of a
cosmic string in terms of interference of four characteristic rays. Our results are
supposed to be valid for scalar massless waves, including gravitational waves,
electromagnetic waves, or even sound in case of condensed matter systems with
analogous topological defects.
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1. Introduction

Topological defects may appear naturally during a symmetry-breaking phase
transition in various physical systems. One of the examples is a cosmic string –
a long-lived topologically stable structure that may have been formed at phase
transitions in the early Universe [1–3]. Cosmic strings are analogous to other
linear defects found in condensed matter systems: vortex lines in liquid helium
[4], flux tubes in type-II superconductors [5], disclinations in liquid crystals [6],
in graphene [7], or in metamaterials [8–10].

The spacetime around a straight cosmic string is locally flat, but it globally
has a conical topology that can give rise to a variety of observable phenomena
[2, 3]. The most evident way to detect cosmic strings is by means of gravitational
lensing. The conical topology should produce double images of a distant source
situated behind the string [11]. The images should be undistorted but they may
overlap if the split angle, which is proportional to the string tension, is small. In
such a case, the wave effects are extremely important as a probe in gravitational
lensing [12], that was extensively studied for compact or point-like objects [13],
but only a few studies are known for the strings [14–18].

In this Letter we show that the wave propagation in conical spacetime,
caused by a cosmic string or similar topological defects, can be effectively treated
in the framework of the celebrated Arnold Sommerfeld’s half-plane diffraction
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problem [19–21]. In this way, we find analytical solutions in terms of Fresnel
integrals, that let us to conclude that the wave effects in conical space are de-
termined by a unique parameter, the Fresnel zone number. For the wave effects
to be detectable in a compact-mass gravitational lens, the wavelength λ should
be comparable with the Schwarzchild radius Rs of the lens [12]. This condition
cannot be applied to a string, a non-compact object with conical topology. In-
stead, we show that the diffraction effects caused by a string are of the leading
order with respect to geometrical optics whenever the observation point (either
in space or in frequency spectrum) belongs to the low-number Fresnel zone. This
is in contrast to the case of a compact-mass lens, for which diffraction scales like
O(λ/Rs). Basing on Keller’s geometrical theory of diffraction [22], we suggest a
simple procedure how the geometrical-optics approximation can be “improved”
by adding just two additional paths corresponding to diffraction. These are
waves coming from the source to the observer but hitting the string following
the shortest path. In this way, the interference effects will be taken into account
to the leading order. Our results imply that if a cosmic string exists, it may be
identified through a characteristic diffraction pattern in the energy spectrum of
the observed signal. Finally, we show that if the string is on the line of sight,
the wave amplitude fits the Cornu spiral – the prominent result for the Fresnel
diffraction by a straight edge or a slit.

2. Spacetime of a cosmic string

We start with a spacetime metric for a static cylindrically symmetric cosmic
string [11, 23]

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + (1− 4Gµ)2r2dϕ2 + dz2, (1)

where G is the gravitational constant, µ is the linear mass density of the string
lying along the z-axis, (t, r, ϕ, z) are cylindrical coordinates, and the system
of units in which the speed of light c = 1 is assumed. With a new angular
coordinate θ = (1− 4Gµ)ϕ, the metric (1) takes a Minkowskian form

ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + r2dθ2 + dz2, (2)

which is locally flat, but it globally has a conical topology, since a wedge of
angular size 8πGµ is taken out from flat space and the two faces of the wedge
are identified [2, 11]. By introducing the deficit angle 2∆ with

∆ = 4πGµ, (3)

the angular coordinate θ spans the range 2π−2∆. Solutions of Hamilton’s equa-
tions [24] for both geometries are depicted in Fig. 1. One can see that geodesics
for the metric (1) are curved and deflected an angle ∆ [11, 25]. However, in
coordinates (2) they are just straight lines. Since geodesics passing on opposite
sides of the string eventually cross, one should expect interference or diffraction
effects.
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Figure 1: Geodesics in the conical space on z=0 plane: (a) curved spacetime; (b)
flat spacetime with a deficit angle 2∆. The cut half-plane SA is perpendicular
to the plane of the figure with the edge S coinciding with the string. After
the angular transformation the half-plane SA is converted to a wedge of two
half-planes SA− and SA+, which should be identified.

3. Wave equation in conical space

We consider the question of finding a solution of the wave equation in back-
ground (1) corresponding to a time harmonic distant source, so that the incident
waves are plane waves. In order to reduce the problem to two dimensions, the
waves are assumed to be emitted in the direction orthogonal to the string. Sim-
ilarly to Ref. [17], we write the wave equation for a scalar field U(r, ϕ) as(

∂2

∂r2
+

1

r

∂

∂r
+

1

β2r2

∂2

∂ϕ2
+ ω2

)
U = 0, (4)

where we denoted β = 1−∆/π. We assume that Eq. (4) is valid for electromag-
netic waves, as well as for gravitational waves when the effect of gravitational
lensing on polarization is negligible and both types of waves can be described by
a scalar field [26]. A plane wave of unit amplitude incident from the direction
ϕ0 is described by

U = eikr cos{β(ϕ−ϕ0)}. (5)

Next, unlike Ref. [17], we perform the coordinate transformation taking advan-
tage of the flat background (2). To do that, we place the cut line SA strictly
perpendicular to the wavefront of the incident wave, as shown in Fig. 1(a), so
we get ∂ϕU = 0 at the cut. Then, we assign the values ϕ−0 = −π to the left and
ϕ+

0 = π to the right of the line SA. After angular transformation θ = βϕ, the
line SA converts to the wedge SA−, SA+ given by the angles ±(π −∆). The
incident field (5) will now be represented by two plane waves

U = eikr cos(θ±∆) (6)

incoming from the directions ±(π − ∆) with wavefronts perpendicular to the
faces of the wedge and propagating in a flat background [see Fig. 1(b)]. As
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we are going to show now, this problem can be reduced to the canonical prob-
lem of diffraction on a perfectly conducting half-plane screen solved exactly by
Sommerfeld [19–21].

Figure 2: Plane wave grazing a half-plane screen (thick line). The entire space
is split into two regions: illuminated (I), shadow (II).

Let us consider a single plane wave grazing an infinite half-plane screen, as
shown in Fig. 2. Following Sommerfeld [20], the exact solution for the field at
any point O(r, α) can be written in the compact form

U = e−ikr cosαF
(√

2kr cos
α

2

)
, (7)

where r is the distance from the screen edge, α is the angle measured from the
surface of the screen facing the source, and F(u) = e−iπ/4 π−1/2

∫ u
−∞ eis2ds is

the Fresnel integral [27]. In Eq. (7) we have taken into account the zero angle of
incidence and the Neumann boundary condition on the screen, ∂αU(r, 0)=0. It
can be verified that solution (7) contains both the geometrical-optics (GO) and
the diffracted (D) fields. Indeed, for the angles 0 < α < π, in the limit kr →∞
far away from the edge, one gets F → 1 and U = e−ikr cosα, which is the GO
incident field. Whereas, for the angles π < α < 2π, one obtains F → 0 giving
U = 0 at infinity. The Fresnel function F smooths the discontinuity of the GO
solution across the shadow boundary α=π making the total field continuous
everywhere. This smooth transition constitutes the diffraction phenomenon
[20]. It should also be noted that the original Sommerfeld problem treats two
possible boundary conditions on the screen (Dirichlet or Neumann) depending
on the polarization of the incident field. However, for grazing incidence, only
one polarization can propagate which corresponds to the Neumann condition.
On the other hand, the zero field condition is unphysical for the conical space
we consider.

Having defined the solution for a single half-plane, we now construct the
wave field corresponding to the geometry of Fig. 1(b), in which we have two
plane waves (6) grazing the faces of the wedge. Substituting grazing angles:
α = π −∆∓ θ into Eq. (7), we obtain the total field U(r, θ) at the observation
point O

U = eikr cos(∆+θ)F(w+) + eikr cos(∆−θ)F(w−) (8)
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with w± =
√

2kr sin[(∆±θ)/2]. It describes the wave effects in the gravitational
lensing by a cosmic string. It is easy to verify that for ∆=0, it reduces to the
unlensed field U0 = eikr cos θ, which is a usual plane wave in Minkowskian space.

For further analysis Eq. (8) can be rewritten in a more convenient form in
terms of the eikonals s± = r cos(∆± θ) of the GO waves. The arguments of the
Fresnel function become w± = σ±

√
k(r − s±) where σ± ≡ sgn(∆± θ) are sign

functions giving +1 in the region illuminated by the corresponding GO wave
and −1 in the shadow. We get

U = eiks−F(σ−
√
πN−) + eiks+F(σ+

√
πN+), (9)

with N± = k(r − s±)/π, the number of half-wavelengths matched in the path
difference r−s±. According to geometrical optics, one can distinguish a double-
imaging region illuminated by both GO waves, −∆ < θ < ∆, in which two
images are seen at the observation point [see Fig. 3(a)]; and a single-imaging
region outside, in which one of the GO waves is shadowed [Fig. 3(b)]. The
obtained Eq. (9) gives more complex spatial structure due to diffraction. It
determines Fresnel zones which consist of two families of nested parabolas, all
with a common focus at the string. In (r, θ) polar coordinates the parabolas are
given by: r{1 − cos(∆ ± θ)} = (λ/2)NF , with their directrices perpendicular
to the lines θ = ∓∆, respectively. Each parabola corresponds to a constant
phase difference k(r− s±), and the positive integers NF mark the Fresnel zones
numbers [28].

Figure 3: Geometrical theory of diffraction in conical space. The deficit wedge
2∆ is shadowed. Geometrical-optics (red) and diffraction (blue) rays determine
the leading order contribution at the observation point O. The distances from
O to B± are equal to s±.
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4. Geometrical theory of diffraction

To proceed further, we make asymptotic expansion of the Fresnel integrals
for large arguments [20]

F(w) = H(w)− eiπ/4

2
√
π

eiw2

w
+O(w−3). (10)

Here, H(w) is the Heaviside step function. Substituting in Eq. (9), we obtain

U = h− eiks− + h+ eiks+ + (D− +D+)
eikr

√
2πkr

. (11)

The first two terms with notation h± ≡ H(∆± θ) describe the GO waves. The
step functions guarantee that the GO waves only contribute to the respective
illuminated regions. The third term is the leading order term of the diffracted
field. It describes a cylindrical wave emanating from the string vertex and whose
amplitude depends on the direction through the “diffraction coefficients”:

D± = −eiπ/4

2

1

sin [ 1
2 (∆± θ)]

. (12)

Note that, since the diffracted wave compensates the discontinuity of GO waves,
the coefficients D± must go to infinity at the corresponding shadow lines θ =
±∆. The solution (11) can thus be interpreted in the framework of Keller’s
geometrical theory of diffraction [22]. For the double-imaging region, the total
wave field at a point O [see Fig. 3(a)] is determined by the sum of: two GO rays
coming from the source to the observer directly and two D rays going from the
source but hitting the edge – the string location – following the shortest path
(Fermat’s principle for edge diffraction [22]). In the single-imaging region, only
one of the GO rays but both D ones contribute [Fig. 3(b)]. Notice, that D-ray
terms in Eq. (11) asymptotically ∼ O[(NF )−1/2] that makes them of the leading
order, along with the GO ones, at the points located in the low-number Fresnel
zones.

5. Discussion of the results

Let us analyze the obtained solution for the case when the string is on the
observer-source line of sight (θ = 0). Due to the symmetry, the contributions
from both sides are equal, thus the total field normalized to its unlensed value
will be of double amplitude as Eq. (9) shows:(

U

U0

)
θ=0

= 2e−iπNF(
√
πN). (13)

We observe that finally the wave field on the line of sight is determined by only
one parameter

N =
kr

π
(1− cos ∆) =

r − s
λ/2

, (14)
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which is the number of half-wavelengths matched in the path difference between
the GO and D rays. For the modulus of the field we obtain

|U |θ=0 = 2|F(
√
πN)|. (15)

The amplification by a factor of 2 is a distinguishing feature of the gravitational
lensing by string. It is related to the appearance of double images of identical
brightness when the observer is on the line of sight or nearby [11, 23]. The field
(15) as a function of the dimensionless parameter N is plotted in Fig. 4. We see
the oscillating pattern similar to that for the straight-edge diffraction [20, 29],
but with some differences: for the diffraction by string, the shadow part of the
curve is missing and the magnitude is doubled. The whole range of values of
the field can be visualized by means of the Cornu spiral [Fig. 4(b)]. Here, the

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
N
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2,2
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|

Rigorous solution
Asymptotic solution
Geometrical optics
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1,8
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-0,2

0

0,2

0,4

Im
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/U
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(b)

a

b

c

d
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Figure 4: Wave field (a) and Cornu spiral (b) for the case when the string is on
the line of sight. The equivalent points on two figures are labeled. The cross
points of circular arc (red) with Cornu spiral correspond to |U |=2 geometrical-
optics values.
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real and imaginary part of the wave field (13) are depicted for different values of
N . (We omit the phase factor e−iπN which does not contribute to the absolute
value.) In the figure, the length of the cord between the origin and any point
of the spiral is |U | and the length of the Cornu curve between the end point
a (N=0) and one on the spiral is

√
πN . So, the spiral represents a mapping

of real N -axis on the complex F-plane. As N → ∞, both the wave field in
Fig. 4(a) and the spiral approach the value of 2, the limiting GO value. Some
illustrative points in Fig. 4 have been highlighted. To get more insight into the
solution (15), one can use the asymptotic expansion (10). We get

|U |θ=0 ≈ 2

[
1− 1

π
√
N

cos
(
πN +

π

4

)]1/2

. (16)

The comparison of the rigorous and asymptotic solutions in Fig. 4(a) indicates
a little difference, which for N & 2 becomes negligible. Therefore, we can use
Eq. (16) to determine the maxima and minima of the diffraction:

N = −1

4
+ n with

n = 1, 3, 5 . . . maxima,
n = 2, 4, 6 . . . minima.

(17)

The highest maximum occurs at N1 ≈ 3/4 giving the field |Umax| ≈ 2[1 +
2/(π
√

3)]1/2 ≈ 2.34 (point b in Fig. 4). This value corresponds to the intensity
Imax = |Umax|2 ≈ 5.47. The diffraction pattern given by Fig. 4 can, in principle,
be detected in two different ways: (i) if the observation frequency is fixed, one
can interpret the variation of field with N as variation with distance r between
the string and the observer, since N ∼ r. In this case, the first maximum will
be located at a distance

r1 = N1
λ

2

1

1− cos ∆
≈ N1

λ

∆2
, (18)

where the last approximation corresponds to ∆ � 1. (ii) On the other hand,
if r is fixed, one could detect the field oscillations caused by diffraction in the
frequency spectrum due to N ∼ k ∼ ω. In this case, the maximum amplification
will be detected at λ∗ ≈ r∆2/N1. It should also be noted that the asymptotic
solution (16), which we have obtained from the Fresnel integral, in the limit
∆ � 1 coincides with the one obtained by Suyama et al. [17] by different
approach.

When the string is not on the line of sight, θ 6= 0, the wave paths from
two images are different, s+ 6= s−, therefore one should expect the interference
effects (constructive or destructive) even for the GO waves (for θ=0 it is always
constructive). If we write out the GO field from Eq. (11)

|UGO| = [h+ + h− + 2h+h− cos(2kr sin θ sin ∆)]1/2, (19)

we obtain the wave oscillations amplified by a factor of 2 in the double-imaging
region, and neither interference nor amplification (|UGO| = 1) in the single-
imaging region. However, if the full solution is considered, which includes the
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diffraction terms, the behavior becomes qualitatively different. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 5 where the total solution (9) and the GO field (19) are shown
as functions of the angle θ. For convenience, we normalize θ by ∆, so that the

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
θ/Δ

0

1

2

|U
|

0

1

2

|U
|

Rigorous
GO

N=2

N=0,75

Figure 5: Comparison of the rigorous and geometrical optics solution of the
field |U | in terms of the observation angle θ normalized to ∆, for N = 0.75 and
N = 2 with ∆ = 0.01π.

boundary between the double and single-imaging regions corresponds to ±1. We
see that diffraction adds new features to the interference pattern: (i) a higher
than 2 amplification in wave magnitude; (ii) a smooth transition in the am-
plitude shape when crossing the shadow boundaries; (iii) an amplification and
oscillations in the single-imaging region. The oscillation spacing in the central
part of the pattern can be estimated approximately from the GO field. From
Eq. (19) we find

sin θm =
1− cos ∆

sin ∆

m

2N
with m ∈ Z, (20)

where even m determines the maxima and odd m, the minima. In the limit
∆ � 1 which implies θ � 1 for the double-imaging region, this relation is
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simplified to
θm
∆

=
m

4N
, (21)

where the m values are limited by −4N ≤ m ≤ 4N . Thus, the angular spacing
between two consecutive maxima or minima will be δθ ≈ ∆/(2N).

Rigorous
Asymptotic

0

π/2

- π/2

π 2 1

N = 1,75

Δ = 0,15π

Figure 6: Angular dependence of wave field |U | caused by plane wave incident
from ϕ=π direction in conical space (1), as compared with asymptotic solution.
The field values correspond to fixed kr determined by N=1.75 and ∆=0.15π.
The double-imaging region is bounded by two black radial lines.

Note that all the results obtained for the angle θ in flat space can be expressed
in terms of the “physical” angle ϕ in curved space by means of the substitution
θ = βϕ. To get more insight into the angular distribution of the field in ϕ-space
spanning the range of 2π, we present in Fig. 6 a polar plot for the field |U |
given by exact solution (9) along with its asymptotic limit (11). For a better
view, a rather large value of the deficit angle ∆ is taken. It is seen that both
solutions almost coincide for all directions except at the shadow lines ϕ = ±∆/β,
where the diffraction coefficients (12) diverge. This singularity, however, can be
overcome in the framework of so-called “uniform theory of edge diffraction” [30],
which makes the asymptotic solution to be finite and continuous everywhere
including at the shadow boundaries.

6. Conclusions and perspectives

In conclusion, the analytical theory we have presented in this Letter, de-
scribes propagation of scalar waves in conical spacetime created by a straight
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cosmic string. Even though the string scenario for galaxy formation requires a
small deficit angle, ∆ � 1 [2], we believe that our results are also applicable
for condensed matter systems for which a wider range of ∆ is observed. For
instance, the effective geometry (1) describes propagation of sound near a topo-
logical defect (disclination) in nematic liquid crystals, where c is the velocity of
sound [31]. As long as the D field decays to 0 as it approaches the boundary ±π
(see Fig. 6), our assumptions in the model are justified. It would also be inter-
esting to treat this problem as the diffraction by a cone, or a wedge, given the
geometry of the string, using different boundary conditions and another setting
[32, 33].

The solutions obtained for an infinitely distant source are shown to be deter-
mined by just one parameter, that is the Fresnel zone number. In particular, it
indicates, for a given string tension, the typical wavelength at which one should
expect the oscillations in the spectrum due to diffraction. Taking the typical
value ∆ ∼ 10−7 and a distance to the string within our galaxy, r ∼ 1020 m,
one would obtain the highest amplification at ν ≈ 200 Hz, which is in the fre-
quency band of Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO).
The derivation can proceed in a similar way when the source is located at a finite
distance. In this case, the parameter N will include dependence on the source-
string distance and the Fresnel-zone structure will be determined by nested
hyperbolas [28].

Basing on geometrical theory of diffraction, we suggest an intrinsically simple
method that allows to explain diffraction phenomena in spacetime generated by
a cosmic string or similar topological defect within the principles of geometrical
optics. Namely, the wave field at an observation point is determined to the
leading order by interference of a few characteristic rays: the geometric-optics
and the diffracted ones. This method, we believe, may be easily applied to other
geometries.
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